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Abstract: Currently, banana harvest still relies on manual operation with high labor intensity. With
an aging global population, it is important to develop a machine to replace the manual harvesting of
bananas to increase sustainability. In the area of robotic fruit harvest, most of the existing studies have
used one single manipulator to grip the fruit. However, unlike other fruits, the weight of a banana
bunch (25–40 kg) would be too heavy for one single manipulator. To solve this problem, this paper
proposes a flexible supporting device, which was introduced to cooperate with the manipulator to
complete banana harvest. The supporting device was designed to hold the bottom and the weight
of the banana bunch. It included two parts: the flexible contact part and the height difference self-
adjusting part. The shape adaptability, size adaptability, and height difference adaptability of the
proposed supporting device were studied in this paper. The process of supporting bananas was also
simulated and analyzed. The stiffness and stress properties of the device during this process were
studied. The results showed that the flexible supporting device had a good adaptive performance for
supporting different shapes and sizes of objects. During the supporting process, the device worked
stably and reliably and caused small stress on the banana skin. Finally, a prototype of the supporting
device was used to further verify the performance of the device. This research can promote the
mechanization and automation progress of the harvesting of such a complex crop as bananas.

Keywords: banana harvest; supporting device; self-adaptive; flexible; compliant mechanisms

1. Introduction

Banana is one of the most productive fruits in the world, and it is also the fourth
largest food crop after rice, wheat, and corn [1]. It mainly grows in tropical and subtropical
regions with a suitable climate. Currently, China, India, Bangladesh, and Indonesia are the
world’s largest banana growers, producing nearly half of the world’s total banana crop [2].
However, from the perspective of the whole banana industry chain including harvesting,
transportation, combing, cleaning, packaging, sterilization, ripening, and sales, the overall
degree of mechanization is still relatively low, and the most urgent problem to be solved is
the mechanization of banana harvest.

Banana harvest is still in the manual stage. Usually, two or three people are required
to harvest one banana bunch. One person is responsible for lifting the banana bunch and
transporting it, while another person cuts the banana stalk, as shown in Figure 1a. The
manual harvest of bananas requires huge manpower and has high labor intensity [3]. With
the intensification of the aging population and the shortage of labor, it is urgent to develop
machines to complete the banana harvesting work instead of manual labor [4].

Researchers from all over the world have carried out many studies on the robotic
harvesting of various fruits and vegetables [5,6], for example the tomato picking robot [7],
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strawberry picking robot [8,9], watermelon harvesting robot [10], and the lettuce harvesting
robot [11]. Compared with picking machines, these picking robots are more automated
and intelligent. They have already achieved the basic function of harvesting the target,
liberating people from heavy labor. However, the existing robots usually use a single
picking manipulator to directly grab the fruits.

Figure 1. (a) Manual banana harvesting; (b) robotic harvesting with the proposed supporting device.

Unlike the above-mentioned fruits and vegetables, a banana bunch is bulky, whose
weight can even exceed 40 kg. Due to the heave weight, it is difficult to grip the banana
bunch by the existing fruit or vegetable picking robots [12,13]. The Western Australia
Department of Agriculture designed a banana picker based on an excavator [14], but the
machine was too bulky for banana plantations. The banana picking machine designed
by Tang [2] can better complete the mechanized banana picking work, but it still uses
one single manipulator for harvesting. It requires a large amount of power and bears a
large load, which may cause the machine to overturn. Duan et al. [15,16] studied a semi-
automatic banana picking and harvesting machine. They designed a banana supporting
device composed of rigid plates, springs, and sensors to support the banana stalk. This
device cooperates with the clamping and cutting device to complete the banana harvest,
which reduces the load of the manipulator to a certain extent and reduces the possibility
of the machine overturning. However, the rigid supporting structure will cause greater
damage to bananas and seriously affects the quality of bananas. It does not take into
account the characteristic of banana bunches, including the shape, size, and the difference
between banana hands. These will affect the quality of the support.

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a flexible supporting device to
cooperate with the banana picking manipulator. The cooperation between the picking
manipulator and supporting device is shown in Figure 1b. The process of banana harvest
is as follows. First, the manipulator locates and grips the top position of the banana
stalk [17–19]. Then, the flexible supporting device moves to the bottom of the banana
bunch and supports the banana bunch. Finally, the picking manipulator simply cuts and
holds the banana stalk. To make the flexible supporting device more adaptive, the Fin-Ray
finger [20,21] was adopted in our design. As a typical compliant mechanisms [22,23],
the Fin-Ray finger is widely used in the field of fruit picking due to its good flexibility
and adaptability.

In what follows, Section 2 introduces the design of the device. Subsequently, in
Section 3, the adaptability and functionality are verified by simulation analysis. The pro-
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totype test and analysis of the whole device are shown in Section 4. Section 5 is the
conclusions of this paper.

2. Principle and Structure of the Supporting Device
2.1. Parameters of the Banana Bunch

The flexible supporting device designed in this paper works on the whole banana
bunch during harvest, as shown in Figure 2a. Therefore, the parameters of the banana
bunch were studied [24,25]. Banana bunches have the following characteristics. First, there
are many kinds of bananas, including powder bananas, ivory bananas, longya bananas, etc.
Their individual differences are obvious, with different dimensions, and the weight of the
banana bunch is heavy. Second, the banana hands grow asymmetrically around the banana
stalk. There are certain height differences and angle differences between neighboring
banana hands. The penultimate hand is often higher than the bottom hand, as shown in
Figure 2b,c. Third, the banana finger is very easily damaged [26]. We measured the various
parameters of the whole banana bunch, and the main parameters of the banana bunch are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 2. (a) Banana bunch; (b) axial view of a banana; (c) lateral view of a banana.

Table 1. The main parameters of a banana bunch.

Parameters Values

Banana bunch weight 25–40 kg
Banana bunch length 840–1000 mm

Banana bunch diameter 300–450 mm
Banana stalk diameter 40–80 mm

Banana hands height difference 40–80 mm
Banana hands angle difference 120◦–180◦

2.2. Structural Design of the Supporting Device

According to the above characteristics of the banana bunch, an adaptive supporting
device was designed. The device mainly included two parts: the flexible contact part
and the height difference self-adjusting part. Figure 3a is a schematic of the device, and
Figure 3b is a cross-sectional view of the whole device. The flexible contact part mainly
plays the role of supporting and wrapping the bottom of the banana bunch and solves
the problem of damage during the banana supporting process. The height difference self-
adjusting part adjusts the position of the flexible contact part, so that the entire supporting
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device has a better supporting and wrapping effect. According to the fact that the banana
bunch bottom is near-spherical and the diameter is between 300 mm and 450 mm, we
designed the entire supporting device with a diameter of 500 mm.

Figure 3. Adaptive supporting device: (a) schematic; (b) section view of the whole device.

2.2.1. Design of the Flexible Contact Part

Due to the large weight characteristic of banana bunches, it is better to increase the
contact area between the banana bunch and supporting device, which will consequently
reduce the contact stress on the banana fingers. For this reason, the flexible contact part,
i.e., the core component of the supporting device, was designed by using several flexible
fingers and rigid triangular supporting frames. These flexible fingers were based on the
Fin-Ray effect [27], which has been widely used in fruit picking robots due to its good shape
and size adaptability [12,28]. As one kind of compliant mechanism, the Fin-Ray finger is
shown in Figure 4. It was formed from two flexible beams and multiple crossbeams. For
the flexible contact part in this paper, six Fin-Ray effect fingers of the same geometry were
used and distributed symmetrically around the banana bunch stalk. As a result, the flexible
contact part can achieve flexible wrapping and support when contacting the bottom of the
banana bunch. Thanks to the Fin-Ray effect, it can perfectly fit the banana surface and has
good adaptability for different shapes and sizes of bananas.

By considering the dimension of the banana hand at the end of the banana bunch
(150 mm–200 mm), the total length of the flexible finger was set to 250 mm. In order to
make the fingers have good flexibility, multiple flexible crossbeams of unequal width were
designed inside the fingers. The angle between the upper and lower beams was designed
to be 17◦, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Meshing diagram of the flexible contact part.

The flexible contact part not only plays the role of supporting the bananas, but also
realizes the lateral wrapping of the banana bunch, so that the banana does not turn over.
Thus, we used the rigid supporting frame with an included angle of 32◦ to fix the flexible
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fingers. The advantage of this design is that the lower part of the flexible fingers will be the
first to contact the bottom of the banana bunch. This will drive the tip of the flexible fingers
to deform towards the center of the banana bunch during the downward movement of the
banana bunch, i.e., realize the function of laterally wrapping the banana bunch.

2.2.2. Design of the Height Difference Self-Adjusting Part

As shown in Figure 2b,c, the minimum height difference between the last two hands
of the banana bunch is 40 mm, while the maximum distance is 80 mm. The included
angle between the two hands is about 120◦. To some extent, the flexible fingers can be
adapted to the height difference, but 80 mm will be too large for the fingers. As a result,
the flexible fingers under the penultimate hand cannot contact the target. The device
cannot accurately and properly wrap the banana bunch. To this end, we tactfully used the
biological characteristics of the banana hands themselves, which is the height difference.
Then, we adopted the principle of the lever to design a height difference self-adjusting
structure for the flexible supporting device. The height difference self-adjusting part mainly
included the spherical hinge, adjusting disc, springs, and guided pillars.

The working process of the height difference self-adjusting mechanism is as follows.
First, the banana bunch with the height difference begins to fall, as shown in Figure 15b,e.
The bottom banana hand is the first to contact the flexible fingers, while further pressing
the rigid supporting structures and guided pillars. Then, the spherical hinge rotates under
the force, and the other end of the adjusting disc is tilted up due to the principle of the lever.
Then, the flexible contact structures on the opposite side move upward and contact the
penultimate hand, as shown in Figures 9c and 15c,f. At this time, all parts of the supporting
device reach a mechanical equilibrium state. We can see from Figure 15d that all the flexible
contact parts are in the proper positions. Finally, when the banana bunch continues to press
on the device, all the flexible fingers will deform and wrap the bananas.

To make the upper limit of the height compensation reach 80 mm, according to the
symmetry principle, the long guided pillar’s maximum downward moving distance should
be 40 mm, as show in Figure 5. Therefore, it was calculated that the maximum rotation
angle θ of the spherical hinge was 17.68◦, c = 130 mm.

Figure 5. Guided pillars under the working conditions.

If the flexible contact part moves down too fast, it may be in a poor posture and cause
unnecessary damage to the bananas. Compression springs, whose stiffness coefficients
were 80 N/m, were set under all the guided pillars to support the weight of the flexible
contact parts and the banana bunch. They will slow down the downward speed of the
flexible contact part, which plays the role of damping and cushioning.

3. The Simulation Analysis

In this section, a series of finite-element simulations were conducted on Ansys Work-
bench to analyze the adaptability and practicability of the device.
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3.1. Parameter Fitting of the Flexible Material

The adaptive flexible contact part requires sufficient flexibility [29,30]. For this reason,
we used Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) and 3D printing to make the flexible fingers [31].
However, the existing simulation material library does not have the relevant parameters of
TPU materials. To obtain the material parameters, a series of experimental analyses were
carried out in this section. We used the universal tester to test the material properties of the
TPU. The tensile test and compression test are shown in Figure 6a,c. Figure 6b,d shows the
stress–strain curves obtained by the tensile and compression tests, respectively. According
to the analysis of the test results, the ultimate stress of the TPU material was 7.47 MPa.

Figure 6. (a) Tensile test; (b) stress–strain curve of tensile test; (c) compression test; (d) stress–strain
curve of the compression test.

As one kind of rubber-like non-compressible nonlinear materials, the TPU material’s
mechanical properties can be described by the Mooney–Rivlin strain energy function, which
is a polynomial strain energy function and is extensively used in finite-element analysis. Its
constitutive model can better describe the hyperelastic properties of rubber-like materials
at small and medium strains [32,33], and its constitutive relationship is as follows:

U =
N

∑
i+j=1

Cij(I1 − 3)i(I2 − 3)j +
N

∑
i=1

[
1

Di
(J − 1)2i

]
(1)

I1 = λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3 (2)

I2 = (λ1λ2)
2 + (λ2λ3)

2 + (λ3λ1)
2 (3)

where U is the strain energy density, N is the order of the function, Cij is the material
constant, and I1 and I2 are the first- and second-order strain invariants, respectively. Di is
the material constant, which is related to the compressibility of the material. J is the volume
ratio. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the main elongations. Its strain energy density function expression
is as follows:
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W = C10(I1 − 3) + C01(I2 − 3) +
1

D1
(J − 1)2 (4)

According to the non-compressibility of rubber materials and the relationship between
the Kirchhoff stress tensor and Green strain tensor [32,33], we can obtain the relationship
between the principal stress σ1 and the principal elongation ratio λ1 of the TPU material
under the uniaxial tensile test conditions as follows:

σ1 = 2

(
λ1 −

1
λ2

1

)(
∂W
∂I1

+
1

λ1

∂W
∂I2

)
(5)

where λ1 = 1 + ε1, ε1 is the strain in the tensile direction. Substituting Equation (4) into
Equation (5), we can obtain:

σ1

2
(

λ1 − 1
λ2

1

) = C10 +
1

λ1
C01 (6)

Finally, after sorting the experimental data and performing regression analysis, we ob-
tained the Mooney–Rivlin correlation constants, i.e., C10 = −8.07 × 106 and C01 = 1.29 × 107,
which establish the material foundation for the subsequent mechanical simulations of the
flexible fingers.

3.2. Analysis of the Device Adaptability

In this section, the shape adaptability, size adaptability, and height difference adapt-
ability of the device were studied. Without losing generality, we took out a pair of flexible
fingers as a simplified model for a better view of the result and more efficient computation,
because the flexible fingers were distributed symmetrically. The material of the triangular
supporting frame was set to structural steel. Using the above fitting material parameters,
the flexible fingers were set to the TPU material. The mesh of the generated flexible contact
part model is shown in Figure 4.

3.2.1. Shape Adaptability

First of all, we used different modes, such as circular, elliptical, and rectangular
cross-sections, to verify the shape adaptability of the flexible contact part. Its deformation
diagram is shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7a, the flexible fingers had a good self-adaptive
performance to the circular cross-section. In addition, there was a relatively perfect fit
and wrapping effect between the upper beams of the fingers and the circular model. The
deformation diagram of the elliptical model in Figure 7b clearly shows that the supporting
effect of flexible fingers on the bottom of the object and the side-wrapping effect were
also significant. Although there was a certain gap between the rectangular object and
the flexible fingers in Figure 7c, the flexible fingers had a good adaptive effect on the
rectangular cross-section and could effectively support and wrap the object. According to
the total deformation diagram of flexible contact structures, the maximum deformation
occurred at the position where the flexible finger first touched the grasping object. We used
this position as the base point. As it approached the two ends of finger, the deformation of
the flexible finger gradually decreased.
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Figure 7. Deformation results of supporting different shapes: (a) circular cross-section; (b) elliptical
cross-section; (c) rectangular cross-section.

From the above results, the flexible contact part had great shape adaptability for
grasping objects with a larger curvature and good shape adaptability for small curvatures or
sharp corners. It also proved that the angle setting of the flexible finger and the supporting
frame was appropriate.

3.2.2. Size Adaptability

Then, taking the elliptical cross-section model as an example, we built models of
different sizes, as shown in Figure 8. The major axes of these elliptical models were 250 mm,
350 mm, and 500 mm, while the minor axes had two groups of 90 mm and 200 mm. These
models were used to analyze and study the size adaptive capability of the contact part.

Figure 8. Deformation results of supporting different sizes of objects: (a) major axis 250 mm, minor
axis 90 mm; (b) major axis 350 mm, minor axis 90 mm; (c) major axis 350 mm, minor axis 200 mm;
(d) major axis 500 mm, minor axis 200 mm.

From the overall deformation diagrams in Figure 8, it can be seen that the contact parts
had good wrapping capacity and adaptability for models of different sizes. There were
three crossbeams deformed in Figure 8a. When the major axis increased to 350 mm, there
were five main deformed flexible crossbeams, as shown in Figure 8b. While the deformation
at the end of the flexible finger increased, the supporting capacity at the bottom of the
model also increased. Comparing Figure 8b with Figure 8c, the flexible fingers had good
a fit for the model with a smaller curvature. In the case of the same moving distance
of the model, the larger the minor axis, the better the wrapping effect was. Regarding
Figure 8d, when the minor axis of the ellipse was 200 mm and the major axis was 500 mm,
the adaptability of the flexible contact parts was still good, and the lateral wrapping effect
was also significant.

To sum up, the flexible finger had good size adaptability. According to the current
angular position and finger size, it could be well adapted to objects with a span of 250 mm
to 500 mm in length. It also had an apparent adaptive wrapping effect for objects with a
smaller curvature.
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3.2.3. Height Difference Adaptability

To verify the adaptability of the flexible finger in the process of height adjustment, we
established a banana model with a 60 mm height difference between the last two hands, as
shown in Figure 9a. After adding the spring action, the simulation of the height difference
adaptability in the supporting process was carried out.

As shown in Figure 9b, when the bottom hand of the banana model first touched the
flexible finger, the flexible finger underwent a small deformation at the tangent position
that contacted the banana. When the banana model was pressed down further, the flexible
fingers driven by the bottom hand started to move down slowly due to the effect of
the compression springs. The banana stayed in contact with the flexible finger, but the
deformation speed of the flexible finger began to slow down. When the device reached the
state shown in Figure 9c, the opposing flexible fingers moved upward, under the action
of the principle of leverage. The flexible fingers under the bottom hand were partially
deformed and basically achieved a good supporting effect for the bottom of the banana.
The penultimate hand also contacted the flexible fingers at the tangent position. When the
banana model continued to be pressed down, it entered the state shown in Figure 9d. The
flexible fingers under the bottom hand were deformed greatly and had good effect of fitting
and wrapping of the bananas. In this state, the flexible fingers under the penultimate hand
basically realized the overall wrapping and supporting of the bananas, but its deformation
was smaller than that of the bottom hand.

In conclusion, the simulation analysis showed that the flexible contact parts had good
adaptivity even when the banana hands had a height difference. It also could achieve a
good supporting and wrapping effect.

Figure 9. (a) Simplified model of the supporting device; (b) the state of initial contact; (c) the state of
height difference adjustment; (d) the final wrapping support state.

3.3. Analysis of the Mechanical Properties

In order to analyze the functionality of the device, the mechanical properties of the
supporting device were studied in this section. Those included longitudinal stiffness
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analysis, lateral stiffness analysis, banana stress analysis, and structure stress analysis. The
loading direction is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Loading direction of the banana model.

3.3.1. Longitudinal Stiffness Analysis

To verify the supporting effect of the flexible supporting device, we analyzed the
longitudinal support strength of the device. There was a set of simulation analyses that
included longitudinal force–deformation and longitudinal stiffness in this section [34,35].
The force—deformation curve of the longitudinal force loading is shown in Figure 11a,b
along with the longitudinal stiffness curve.

Figure 11. The results of longitudinal loading: (a) force–deformation curve; (b) stiffness variation
curve; (c) strain diagrams.

As shown in Figure 11, the force rose with the increase of displacement during the
whole longitudinal loading process. The stiffness variation corresponded to the force
variation and could be roughly divided into three stages.
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First, when the bottom hand of the bananas started to contact the flexible fingers, the
longitudinal deformation of the device was mainly concentrated at the position where the
banana contacted the flexible fingers. Please refer to Figures 15b,e and 9b for the movement
process. In this state, the crossbeams in the flexible finger were almost consistent with
the normal of the banana skin. Therefore, the stiffness was relatively large. When it was
initially compressed, the hinges at both ends of the crossbeams first deformed, and the
longitudinal stiffness increased, as shown by I in Figure 11b,c. Then, as the longitudinal
loading force was further increased, the crossbeams in the middle of the fingers began to
deform toward the center of the frame. This made the crossbeam and the longitudinal
loading direction increase in angle, and the overall longitudinal stiffness decreased rapidly,
as shown in II in Figure 11c. After that, the crossbeams continued to deform, and their
angular position also changed. Because multiple crossbeams were set in the flexible finger
and the crossbeams influenced each other, the longitudinal stiffness of the device had a
certain extent of fluctuation in phase II. Finally, the flexible finger completely wrapped the
banana in the model. There were some length limitations of the crossbeams and the flexible
hinges. The deformation of the beam on the upper end of the finger was also close to the
limit. Thus, the overall longitudinal stiffness rose quickly, as shown in Figure 11b,c (III).

3.3.2. Lateral Stiffness Analysis

Considering that the banana bunch may tilt during the harvesting process, the lateral
support strength of the supporting device to the banana was analyzed in this section.
On the basis of applied longitudinal loading force of 402.88 N, we additionally applied a
horizontal force to the banana model. The loading direction is shown in Figure 10. The
lateral stiffness of the device was analyzed in detail. The force–deformation curve during
the lateral force loading process is shown in Figure 12a, and the lateral stiffness variation
curve is shown in Figure 12b. From the figures, as the lateral displacement increased, the
lateral force of the device tended to rise. In addition, its ascent speed changed with the
lateral stiffness.

Figure 12. The results of lateral loading: (a) force–deformation curve; (b) stiffness variation curve;
(c) strain diagram.
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First of all, when the lateral load was not applied, the direction of the crossbeams in
the flexible finger was parallel with the loading direction. Therefore, the lateral stiffness at
this time was relatively large. When the applied lateral force was small, the flexible finger
underwent a small lateral deformation. The crossbeams on the flexible fingers had certain
position and angle variations along the direction away from the center of the frame. The
directions of the crossbeams were no longer consistent with the loading direction at this
moment, and a certain angle was formed between the two. That caused the lateral stiffness
of the device to show a downward trend, as shown in I in Figure 12b,c. Then, with the
further increase of the lateral loading force, the direction of the crossbeams near the tip
of the finger tended to be horizontal. Meanwhile, the deformations of the beams on the
upper and lower ends of the fingers reached the limit, limiting the lateral deformation of
the fingers. Thus, the lateral stiffness increased rapidly. As shown in II in Figure 12b,c, the
critical position was reached at this time, and the maximum lateral stiffness was 4060 N/m.
Finally, when the lateral force loading continued to increase, the crossbeams near the tip
of the finger deviated from the horizontal direction again. That created an angle with
the loading direction. The crossbeams at the end of the finger tended to deviate from the
loading direction, and the hinges at both ends of the crossbeam deformed greatly. The
above caused the lateral stiffness of the device to generally begin to show a downward
trend, as shown in Figure 12b,c (III).

Both the longitudinal stiffness and the lateral stiffness were mainly affected by the
crossbeams in the flexible fingers, including variations in the relative position and angle
of the crossbeams. When the crossbeams were parallel with the loading direction, the
stiffness increased. When the crossbeams deviated from the loading direction, the stiffness
decreased, and the greater the deviation, the smaller the stiffness was. The length of the
beams and the length of the hinges would also have a certain effect on the stiffness of the
device, which is mainly reflected by the fact that when the deformation reaches the limit,
they would limit the deformation and make the stiffness increase rapidly. The variation
of longitudinal stiffness reflects the good supporting ability of the device. The greater the
lateral stiffness in the supporting process, the better the lateral wrapping capability was.

3.3.3. Resulting Stress on the Banana

Bananas are very susceptible to collision damage, which will seriously affect the
quality of the fruit. Small damage is an important evaluation index of flexible supporting
devices. We counted the maximum contact stress on the banana skin, and its curve variation
is shown in Figure 13a. The upper limit of longitudinal loading was 402.88 N, which means
that the weight of the supporting banana was within 40 kg. From the figure, we can
ascertain that the maximum contact stress on the banana skin was about 0.19 MPa, when
the weight of the banana bunch was 303.02 N. That is much smaller than the damage stress
of the banana skin of 6.19 MPa [36,37].

The longitudinal deformations under different conditions would also cause different
results of the lateral wrapping of the flexible fingers. Therefore, based on the longitudinal
analysis, we analyzed and studied the maximum contact stress experienced by the banana
skin in the lateral direction. Under lateral loading, the stress curve is shown in Figure 13b.
As the lateral loading force continued to increase, the maximum contact stress on the
banana skin also increased. In our statistical data, when the lateral loading force reached
21.87 N, the contact stress on the banana skin was about 0.29 MPa, which is still smaller
than its damage stress.

In addition to the contact stress, it is also necessary to consider whether the banana
hands will fall off the bunch during the harvesting process. Therefore, we analyzed the
stress on the whole banana bunch. The maximum stress for the whole banana bunch
was concentrated at the position where the banana handle connects to the banana bunch
stalk. Its maximum stress variation curve is shown in Figure 13c,d. Figure 13c shows
that the stress on the banana handle increased with the longitudinal loading force. Its
maximum stress was about 0.53 MPa. After the lateral loading force, the maximum stress
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was 5.68 MPa. It is obvious that the maximum stress in both cases was less than the damage
stress of the handle of 6.38 MPa [36,37]. From the stress of the banana skin, banana bunch,
and handle, the adaptive supporting device had good flexibility, and the stress on the
banana was much less than its damage stress. This fully explains that the device could
provide better protection for bananas during the banana harvesting process and improve
the fruit quality.

Figure 13. (a) The stress curve of the banana skin during longitudinal loading; (b) the stress curve
of the banana skin during lateral loading; (c) the stress curve of the banana handle in longitudinal
loading; (d) the stress curve of the banana handle in lateral loading.

3.3.4. Structure Stress of the Device

To test the working safety of the adaptive supporting device, we analyzed the stresses
of the flexible fingers and rigid support structures. Their stress curves are shown in
Figure 14. Only under the action of longitudinal force, the maximum stress of the flexible
fingers was 2.61 MPa. When the load force was lateral, the maximum stress was 2.94 MPa.
Both were much smaller than its ultimate stress of 7.47 MPa. The maximum stress of the
rigid support structure was 2.42 MPa. Obviously, their maximum stress was much smaller
than the ultimate stress. Therefore, the flexible fingers and the rigid supporting structures
were not damaged during the entire operation.
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Figure 14. Structure stress of the device: (a) maximum stress under longitudinal load; (b) maximum
stress under lateral load.

4. Prototype Test and Analysis of the Whole Device

To evaluate the feasibility of the adaptive supporting device in banana harvest, we
analyzed in detail the working process of the device in this section. Firstly, the entire
adaptive supporting device was analyzed by finite-element simulation. The simulation
analysis model is shown in Figure 15a.

Figure 15. (a) Simplified model of the supporting device; (b) 3D diagram of the initial contact state;
(c) 3D diagram of the height difference self-adjustment state; (d) the final wrapping support state;
(e) front view of the initial contact; (f) front view of the height difference self-adjustment state.

The large span of the banana hands and the flexible fingers were distributed along the
circumference. Thus, the bottom hand touched two sets of flexible fingers at least. Then, the
parts moved downward with the guided pillars, and the speed gradually decreased due
to the action of the compression spring. At the same time, this caused the rotation of the
adjustable disc and the spherical hinge, that is the process from Figure 15b to Figure 15c.
From Figure 15c,f, the flexible contact structures under the bottom hand arrived at the
lowest position. Under the action of the adjusting disc, the flexible fingers in other positions
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moved upward. The positions of the flexible contact structures that were away from the
bottom hand were slightly higher. Those under the penultimate hand were at the highest
positions. When the penultimate hand touched the flexible fingers, the adjustment of
the height difference was partially completed, as shown in Figure 15f. In this state, the
bottom hand was basically wrapped by the finger, and the penultimate hand was about
to enter the wrapped state. It is worth mentioning that the flexible fingers of the middle
position rose to a certain height. They could limit the rotation of banana bunch. Finally, the
banana continued to be pressed down. The device entered the equilibrium state shown in
Figure 15d. The adjustment of the height difference and the entire supporting work were
completed.

In order to reflect the supporting effect more truly, we used 3D-printing technology
to make flexible fingers and build a prototype of the adaptive supporting device. The
prototype is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Prototype of the supporting device.

A supporting test was carried out on the banana bunch, and the test result is shown
in Figure 17a. The picture proves that the device could complete the supporting work
stably and basically realize the function of supporting and wrapping the banana bunch.
Therefore, the design angle of the flexible finger and the rigid support was reasonable.
The circularly distributed flexible contact parts could adapt to the shape and size of the
banana, and the deformation wrapping effect is shown in Figure 17b,c. From Figure 17c, it
can be found that the two flexible fingers close to the bottom hand bananas were tightly
fit to the bananas, and the gap between the two was very small. The middle two flexible
fingers were less deformed and had a larger gap from the bananas. This also corresponded
to the previous simulation analysis results. Finally, we used a series of banana bunches
with height differences to test the height difference self-adjusting effect of the device. The
height difference of these bananas was between 40 mm and 80 mm. The test result of the
height difference self-adjustment is shown in Figure 17d. From the picture, there was an
angle between the adjusting disc and the horizontal direction. The flexible fingers under
the penultimate hand were sent to a suitable height. The results showed that the height
difference self-adjusting part could compensate for the existing height difference well and
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adjust the position of the flexible finger by itself, which promoted a better supporting and
wrapping effect.

In summary, we tested the structure of the supporting device through simulation
analysis of the working process and a prototype test. This proved the functionality and
practicability of this adaptive supporting device and fully demonstrated the self-adaptive
function and height difference self-adjustment function of the device, which could complete
the banana supporting work stably and effectively.

Figure 17. Prototype test: (a) prototype supporting result; (b) spherical model wrapping result;
(c) banana bunch wrapping result; (d) height difference self-adjustment result.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed and studied a flexible adaptive banana supporting device, whose
structure was mainly composed of a flexible contact part and a height difference self-
adjusting part. Through finite-element simulation, the shape adaptability, size adaptability,
and height difference adaptability of the supporting device were studied. The results
showed that the supporting device had a good self-adapting effect. Its stiffness and
reliability were analyzed in this paper. The simulation results proved that the device was
secure and stable during the supporting process. Through the stress analysis of the banana
model, it was proven that the device did not cause large damage to the banana and could
ensure the quality of the fruit well.

We built a flexible supporting test platform. The actual harvest period of banana
bunches was taken as an example to test the supporting, wrapping, and self-adaptive
performance of the device. The test results showed that the adaptive supporting device
could complete a well-fitting wrapping of the banana bunch. The device had an obvious
self-adjustment effect, great height difference self-adjustment function, and safe supporting
process, and met the design requirements. We will further study this new banana harvesting
method and realize the design and application of the harvesting robot in the future.
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